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Campus celebrates Earth Day

Photo by Katy Carlson

Gretchen Baldwin
Staff Writer

Friday, April 23, marked the
end of Hope’s Earth Week celebrations. The final event? Earth
Jam.
Put on by the Hope Green
House’s Kelly Cooper (’11) and
Maddie Van Eck (’11) with help
from the Student Activities
Committee, Earth Jam gave students a reason to kick back in the
Pine Grove after a long week.
Musical performances by
Hope’s own Stationary Travelers and Jacob Bullard as well as
We Know Jackson were the bulk
of the event, with talks in between sets from representatives
of Trees for Life, Campus Ministries’ Kate Davelaar, Gretchen
Peck of the Creation Care Study
Program and others.
Garrett Stier (’12), drummer
of Stationary Travelers, spoke

of the band’s involvement with
excitement: “We wanted to play
this event because it is so awesome to be able to use the talents
God has given us outside among
his creation.” Stier went on to
echo Davelaar’s message, saying,
“We should care for the Earth
because it is our gift from God
and it is part of our role to bring
his kingdom on this planet.”
The event also featured information booths set up for different sustainability and social
justice initiatives, while a table
of fruit, cookies, sandwiches and
coffee was available to the right
of the stage.
“We tried to be very intentional about everything, including the food,” says Cooper. “There
were no individual ketchup and
mustard packets — we went
bulk instead. Same with sugar
and creamer for the coffee. Even

the cups and plates
were Greenware. We
wanted to make sure
that everything people
threw away would be
compostable.”
Students in attendance like Alana
Grambush (’13) saw
the event as a success
and a good way to end
the week.
“It’s a perfect way
to sit back and relax at
the end of a long academic week as well as
learn about new green
projects on campus,”
Photo by Katy Carlson
said Grambush.
As addressed by Gettin’ Green— Top: Students gather to listen to the talented JaDavelaar, sustainabil- cob Bullard (’11) and Laura Hobson (’12) for Earth Jam. Bottom: Stuity initiatives are still dents enjoy the weather and the food provided in the Pine Grove.
new to many people.
students to these initiatives board.
Events like Earth Jam
are helping to introduce Hope and encourage them to get on

Admissions strives to increase diversity
Arryn Uhlenbrauck
Staff Writer

“In general private colleges
have to work harder for diversity
on campus,” said Admissions Vice
President William Vanderbilt.
Hope College Admissions
has increased its efforts and
financial resources toward
gaining a wider variety of
students on campus in ethnic,
geographic,
socioeconomic,
religious and academic diversity.
There has been an extra focus in

the last 18 months on recruiting
international and out-of-state
students.
The international effort is
headed by three recruiters: Adam
Hopkins, Barbara Miller and
Gary Camp, who devote a third
of their time to international
recruiting. Hope College funds
$70,000 toward this effort, which
includes attending international
travel fairs.		
Camp is also involved in
the “out of region” student
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recruitment. He lives in Denver
and recruits students in the
Western United States. He is
joined by Jessica Root, who also
lives out of state. She resides
in Oak Park, Ill., and recruits
in and around the Chicago
area including Chicago public
schools.
Vanderbilt said, “I think we’re
seeing more minority students
and students with disadvantaged
backgrounds.”
Minority
enrollment
at

Hope currently accounts for
approximately 10 percent of the
student body.
With funding from an
alumnus, Hope’s Admissions
began a fly-in program for East
Coast students and with its
success expanded the program
to fly in students once in the
fall and again in the spring. The
program funds about half of
prospective students’ airfare.
“Students are more like to
come to Hope if they visit. They

Iceland volcano erupts— Ash causes major
travel delays.
Page 3
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enjoy spending time on campus,”
Vanderbilt said.
Unlike the fly-in program,
it is too early to tell whether
the international and out-ofstate efforts have increased
diversity on campus. However,
the number of international
applications increased about 50
percent. Similarly, the number
of out-of-state applicants was 35
percent of the applications for
the ’08-’09 school year, but rose
to 40 percent in ’09-’10.

Two coaching greats retire— Glenn Van
Wieren and Karla Wolters retire after
serving Hope.
Page 8
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This Week at Hope
Thursday
April 29
Honors Convocation
Dimnent Chapel, 7 p.m.

Friday
Spring Fling

Graduates seek employment

Sunkyo Hong
April 30

Presented by SAC, Pine Grove, starts
3 p.m.

Alumni Weekend Begins
Monday
May 3
Study Break Breakfast
Phelps Dining Hall, 9-11 p.m.

Sunday
May 9
Graduation Commencement
Holland Municipal Stadium, 3 p.m.

In Brief
Members of Hope
Faculty retire
Five Hope College faculty
members plan to retire after
the end of the academic year.
Included in the retiring faculty are
Dr. James Boelkins, provost and
professor of biology; Dr. Donald
Cronkite, professor of biology;
Dr. Robin Klay, professor of
economics and management; Dr.
Glenn Van Wieren, professor of
kinesiology; and Karla Wolters,
professor of kinesiology. Their
combined service to Hope totals
138 years.

Hope holds 145th
commencement
Hope College will hold its
145th Commencement with
over 650 graduating seniors
on Sunday, May 9, at 3 p.m. at
Holland Municipal Stadium.
Baccalaureate will be held earlier
in the day at 9:30 a.m. and 11:30
a.m. in Dimnent Chapel.
Rob Pocock, a 1977 Hope
graduate and adjunct assistant
professor of communication at
Hope, will speak at commencement
and the baccalaureate sermon
will be delivered by Rev. Kate
Davelaar. In the event of rain,
commencement will be held at
the Richard and Helen DeVos
Fieldhouse.

“Donut” Sculpture
recovered
The sculpture “Donut” that
was stolen earlier in April from
Nykerk, was recently recovered
by the Holland Police Department
after a woman from Holland read
about the theft in the Holland
Sentinel. The woman called the
number listed in the Sentinel
to say that she had found the
artwork. It is now back in the
school’s possession.
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Copy Editor

The end of the spring semester
becomes a time of transition
for graduating seniors, who
anticipate attending graduate
school or beginning the career
search. As the U.S. and Michigan
economies continue to recover
from the recession, the job
outlook for Hope’s class of 2010
is seeing improvement.
“The market, from last year,
has begun to pick up nationally
for college graduates,” Dale
Austin, director of Hope’s
Office of Career Services, said.
“One of our main professional
associations,
the
National
Association of Colleges and
Employers, indicates that hiring
this year is a little over 5 percent
higher than last year, which is a
very positive trend in terms of
seeing an upswing.”

According to the NACE
Web site, this 5.3 percent
increase over the 2008-2009
year figure contrasts with the
21.6 percent decrease in spring
2009 compared to 2008. The
Web site referred to the figures
in NACE’s “Job Outlook 2010
Spring Update” report.
Because of the steep hiring
drop in 2009, the economy
has further to go in terms of
recovery.
“I plan on moving back
home and job searching,” said
Kelsey Pierson (’10), a major in
management and economics,
when asked about her plans after
graduation.
“I haven’t had much luck,”
Pierson said when asked about
her job search.
Austin said “things are still
challenging in Michigan,” but
there is some hiring in banking

and manufacturing, particularly
by area companies such as
Gentex, due to new contracts.
Austin also said the health care
sector is providing employment,
due to the health care reform
package.
Asked if there were more
graduates this year looking
outside of Michigan for work,
Austin said, “The general sense
that we get is there has been
voiced expressed interest in
looking outside of Michigan
because of the economy. To
know for sure, we do a followup survey a year after a class
graduates, so we’ll know more
when we do our survey of our
2010 class.”
According to the graduate
survey report for 2009 graduates,
36 percent of employed
respondents stayed in West
Michigan, and about 66 percent

remained in the Midwest.
Graduating seniors looking
outside of Michigan have a better
job outlook this year compared
to last year. In summarizing
key trends of its spring report,
NACE stated that all regions
except the Southeast expect to
increase hiring this year.
In terms of in-demand fields,
NACE reported in a press release
that employers in accounting,
engineering, and retail and
wholesale trade made the most
offers to class of 2010 graduates.
Data on graduates’ specific
fields were not available, but the
OCS graduate report indicated
that 61 percent of 2009 graduates
were currently employed, 22
percent were continuing their
education through graduate
school or professional school, 12
percent were doing both, and 6
percent were doing neither.

Student honored as ‘Woman of Hope’
Chantal Pope
Guest Writer

Camille Riddering (’10) has
been recognized by her peers
and professors as a “Wonderful
Woman of Hope” in the women’s
studies department
A West Michigan native,
Riddering came to Hope to pursue
a pre-med career. A biology and
chemistry double major, she has
accomplished many things in her
four years at Hope.
As a freshman, Riddering
joined the JV basketball team
where
she
demonstrated
leadership on and off the court.
After a few injuries, she decided
to retire her basketball career
and instead dedicate her efforts
to the academic world.
Working
alongside
Dr.
Moses Lee, Riddering helped
the organic chemistry research
team in the area of anti-cancer
pharmaceutical
research,
creating molecules that could
bind to DNA and ultimately
affect the expression of the
designated genes. The work of
Lee’s lab has the potential to be

a stepping stone in the fight to
find a cure against cancer.
Riddering also had the
opportunity to study abroad
for a May term in Ecuador
and the Galapagos Islands
after her freshman year under
the guidance of Dr. Harvey
Blankespoor.
During her trip, Riddering and
the other students spent the first
half in the Cuyabeno Rainforest
and the latter part circling and
stopping on many of the islands
that form the Galapagos.
Riddering also had the
opportunity
to
visit
the
Mescalero Indian Reservation
in New Mexico during a
spring break mission trip. She

commented that the experience
was unforgettable and extremely
eye-opening.
Earlier this year, Riddering
was accepted to both the
University of Michigan Medical
School and the Michigan State
University Medical School. She
has chosen to attend University
of Michigan in the fall.
Riddering said she feels her
time at Hope has prepared her
well, but she is excited to see what
Ann Arbor has in store for her.
When asked how she saw
her gender playing out in her
life, in the professional fields,
in her faith, and in other areas,
Riddering said, “I feel like
women’s natural, innate skills

and instincts are crucial in any
field, particularly in medicine.
Women are seen as nurturing
and comforting. As a female
doctor, I want to show an obvious
genuine care that encourages my
patients to feel more comfortable
talking to me.”
Riddering also said, “I would
love to go abroad and do medical
mission work. At the same
time, I want a family. So, on
top of figuring everything else
out, I have to keep that under
consideration. As a woman, I
have to find a balance that is
sometimes hard to obtain. I want
to do something I love, but I also
want to find a specialty that is
flexible.”
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Iceland volcano erupts; ash causes major travel delays
Amy Alvine
Senior Staff Writer

After lying dormant for
200 years, the Eyjafjallajökull
volcano erupted to life, sending
ash and dust plume at least
three miles into the sky.
This expulsion of ash has
created much havoc in Europe’s
airspace. Floating from south to
east, the volcanic cloud forced
aviation regulators to close the
skies over the United Kingdom,
the Netherlands, Scandinavia
and Northern France and
Germany. The last time the
Eyjafjallajökull volcano erupted
was in the 1820s, and eruptions
continued for two years.
Within the first 72 hours of
the eruption, Iceland’s Institute
of Earth Sciences reported that
the average discharge rate of
ash was at 750 tons per second.
The ash plume caused air traffic
chaos by cancelling more than
63,000 flights across Europe,
leaving millions of people
stranded and costing airline
companies more than $1 billion
in losses.
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Hjorleifur
Sveinbjornsson, fire and brimstone, affected Eyjafjallajökull has triggered
“Lava would be good because Europeans have been told to flooding in the surrounding
then we would not get all this stay indoors where ash is falling. area of Iceland. One fifth of
ash, and we know what the ash These tiny particles of volcanic the ice in the volcano’s crater
is doing to the flights.”
rock are causing great concern is thought to have melted, and
After the Eyjafjallajökull about respiratory problems in lava has melted away nearby
volcano erupted in the southern Iceland, Scotland and Norway, glaciers.

On top of flooding, this
volcanic eruption could spur
volcanic weather. Each day
Eyjafjallajökull is expelling
3,000 tons of sulfur dioxide.
In the atmosphere, the sulfur
dioxide
becomes
sulfuric
acid and sulfuric rain. It also
prevents some of the sun’s heat
from reaching the earth, which
cools temperatures.
As Eyjafjallajökull continues
to erupt, new fears are growing
about one of the larger
nearby volcanoes, Katla. This
volcano is 10 times larger than
Eyjafjallajökull and can spew
much more material. It has
erupted with a periodicity of
about 100 years; the last time
was in 1918.
“The fundamental lesson
is that volcanic eruptions will
continue to happen in Iceland,
so we’ll all have to learn to live
with them and handle them
better,” Grimsson said. “We
should treat the events of the
last few days as a dress rehearsal
for what needs to be done if and
when Katla erupts.”

Supreme Court justice retires Florida Senate race garners national attention

Meghan McNamee
Staff Writer

President Barack Obama
now has a rare opportunity that
many presidents miss because
Supreme Court Justice John
Paul Stevens has announced he
will retire at the end of his term.
Obama recently selected Sonia
Sotomayor to the Court, making
her the first Hispanic judge to
sit on the Court. With Stevens’
retirement, Obama will have a
second Supreme Court justice
appointment to make.
Stevens wrote in letter to
Obama, “Having concluded
that it would be in the best
interest of the Court to have
my successor appointed and
confirmed well in advance of
the commencement of the
court’s next term, I shall retire
from regular active service as an
associate justice.” He served for
35 years and will be the thirdlongest-serving justice when he
retires at the end of the term in
late June.
Stevens, who will be 90
when he steps down, has
earned the respect of many of
his colleagues, including Chief
Justice John Roberts. Roberts
said in a written statement,
“Associate Justice John Paul
Stevens has earned the gratitude
and admiration of the American
people for his nearly 40 years
of distinguished service to the
Judiciary, including more than
34 years on the Supreme Court.
He has enriched the lives of
everyone at the court through
his intellect, independence and
warm grace.”
Throughout
his
career,
Stevens was a vocal component
in created coalitions between
the swing-vote conservatives
and the liberal members of the
court in decisions regarding the
death penalty and gay rights.
In recent years, he had put

off retiring out of concern for
the direction of the Supreme
Court, but now seems to be the
right time for Stevens, whose
long and distinguished career
began when President Nixon
appointed him to the U.S. Court
of Appeals in 1970.
“There are areas where I have
to say I am not happy with the
way the law developed,” Stevens
said in an interview with USA
Today. “In other things, I am
happy about it. It’s a wonderful
job. You can’t deny that.”
In the last 15 years, Stevens
became a top supporter of
affirmative action, a view of
strong national government
and abolishing the death
penalty. In addition, he penned
a scathing dissent to the Bush
v. Gore ruling that prevented
the Florida recounts that might
have seen a different result in
the 2000 presidential election.
With Stevens’ retirement,
Obama has another chance to
select a Supreme Court justice.
It will be a difficult task for the
president, who is looking at
midterm elections, a Republican
party working to take back
Congress, and Democrats
looking to do more after passing
the health care bill.
So
far,
the
president
is considering a list of 10
individuals that include Merrick
Garland of Washington, an
appeals judge; Elena Kagan,
the solicitor general; Diane
Wood, a federal appeals court
judge in Chicago; Michigan
Gov.
Jennifer
Granholm;
Janet Napolitano, secretary
of Homeland Security; Judge
Sidney Thomas, former chief
justice of the Georgia Supreme
Court; and Martha Mino, dean
of Harvard Law School.
The president hopes to make
a decision by the end of May
with approval following shortly.

Sam Tzou

Senior Staff Writer

Former Vice President Dick
Cheney joined a long list of
Republican political leaders
last Thursday to endorse
former Florida House Speaker
Marco Rubio for the senatorial
position for the state of Florida.
Cheney’s endorsement stands
as a rejection for one-term
Republican Florida Gov. Charlie
Crist.
“Charlie Crist has shown
time and again that he cannot be
trusted in Washington to take
on the Obama agenda because
on issue after issue he actually
supports that agenda,” Cheney
said in a Rubio campaign press
release. “Lately it seems Charlie
Crist cannot be trusted even to
remain a Republican. I strongly
urge him to either stay in the
Republican primary or drop out
of the race. The only winners
from an independent bid by
Crist would be Barack Obama
and Harry Reid.”
Cheney joins a large number
of Republican leaders who have
openly endorsed Rubio in the
past month for the November
election. These include former
governors and presidential
candidates Mitt Romney and
Mike Huckabee, as well as
Republican minority senatorial
whip leader Eric Cantor, R-Va.
A Rasmussen poll released
on April 12 showed that Crist
had the support of only 28
percent of likely Republican
voters in the state compared to
Rubio’s 57 percent.
Additionally, the executive
director of the National
Republican
Senatorial
Committee Rob Jesmer released
a memorandum to party officials
and fundraisers in Florida and
Washington that stated Crist
had no chance in winning
the Republican primary for

Florida.
“We believe there is zero
chance Gov. Crist continues
running in the Republican
primary,” Jesmer said in the
memo. “It’s our view that if Gov.
Crist believes he cannot win a
primary then the proper course
of action is he drop out of the
race and wait for another day.”
“It really doesn’t have any
impact at all,” Crist said of the
memorandum in a telephone
interview with The New York
Times. “What I think is right for
me to do is to be guided by the
people of Florida, not by people
in Washington, D.C.”
Crist, who was the favorite
to win the nomination and
also the senatorial position this
coming November, has recently
fallen out of favor with certain
Republican leaders due to some
recent decisions. One of these
decisions was Crist’s veto of
legislation that would have
eliminated tenure for Florida

public school teachers and tied
their salaries and job security to
student performance.
In the face of increasing
popularity among independents
and mounting Republican
opposition, political analysts
discussed having Crist withdraw
from the Republican race and
running as an independent.
Last week Crist expressed this
possibility, but it remains to be
seen whether he will withdraw
from the primary, which is on
Aug. 24. Crist must decide by
April 30 whether he will run on
the Republican ticket. If he does
and loses the primary, he will be
unable to run as an independent.
With time running out, Crist
told the Associated Press in
a telephone interview that he
would be “very, very thoughtful
and deliberate” toward his
decision.
In the meantime, Rubio, the
touted Tea Party candidate,
continues to garner support.
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This Week In Art
Wednesday
April 28
Theatre Dept.’s Pinter Project,
Film: Betrayal
DeWitt’s Herrick Room, 4 p.m.

Hope College Wind Ensemble
and Combined Choirs
Dimnent Chapel, 7:30 p.m.

Pinter Project
DeWitt Studio Theater, 8 p.m.

Hope is Ready Presents Art in
Heaven
Awareness-raising benefit concert: a
time of music, poetry, and stories. $5
suggested.
Lemonjello’s, 8 p.m.

Thursday
April 29
Theatre Dept.’s Pinter Project,
Staged Reading: Moonlight
DeWitt Studio Theater, 4 p.m.

Pinter Project
DeWitt Studio Theater, 8 p.m.

Friday
April 30
Theatre Dept.’s Pinter Project,
Staged Reading: The Lover
Brown Bag Lunch (grab one from the
Kletz!)
DeWitt Studio Theater, 12 p.m.

Pinter Project
DeWitt Studio Theater, 8 p.m.

In Brief
Hope Artists Participate
in ‘Michigan—Land of
Riches’ Exhibition
HOPE PR– Hope College
students and faculty are adding
an out-of-this-world touch to a
unique exhibition in Grand Rapids that is involving more than
200 artists from seven area colleges and art institutions.
They are among the contributors to “Michigan – Land
of Riches: Re-Examining the
Old Grand Rapids Public Museum,” a one-of-a-kind exhibition
opening in the old Grand Rapids
Public Museum building – and
featuring installations specific to
the location and its history. The
art deco building, which opened
in 1939, housed the museum until replaced by the current Van
Andel Museum Center in 1994.
The exhibition, which will
present work by student and
faculty collaborative groups, will
occupy two floors of the building, including 13 gallery and exhibition spaces, the laboratory
and offices. The projects will incorporate museum specimens,
artifacts, interactive displays and
dioramas from the museum’s
collections.
The Old Grand Rapids Public
Museum is located at 54 Jefferson Ave. in Grand Rapids.The
exhibition opened on Friday,
April 16. Tour the exhibition
will include a “Brown Bag Lunch
Series” on Thursdays, April 29,
May 6 and May 13 from noon to
2 p.m.; and a community open
house on Saturday, May 15,
from noon to 5 p.m. Admission
is free, but donations will be accepted.
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‘This Is: ___’ on display at DePree Art Center
Elena Rivera
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theory, newspaper, etc.” An especially thought–provoking piece
The DePree Art Center is a
is one that has a lone rock atop a
building that keeps to itself. Surstack of black and blue newsparounded by a brick patio, the
pers, called “NASA Finds H2O.”
building is removed from the
Color is abundant in this sesidewalk and the busy road that
nior show, especially in Wardivides it from the other side of
riner’s pieces, where the color
campus. The DePree Art
is vivid and vibrant, almost
Center is the location
jumping off the canvas to
of this year’s senior art
greet the people passing by.
show, titled This Is: ___.
She says of her pieces, “As
Featured artists ina little girl I was always fasciclude Kristen Mulder
nated by the details of nature:
(’10), Claire Weller (’10),
from the surface of tree bark to
Jaclyn Van Groningen
the colors of leaves, I’ve always
(’10), Evan Dawson (’10),
loved the little nooks of conBryanna Warriner (’10),
trasts and colors within these
Christine Hostetler (’10)
spaces. My paintings focus on
and Ashley Ebey (’10).
the vast dimensions of color
When entering the galand texture that exist within
lery, the noticeable, stark
the most unassuming of obwhiteness of the gallery
jects, such as the bark of a tree.
makes ever piece of art
I found painting to be the best
seem illuminated. The
means by which I can share
white walls really draw
with others the rich discoveries
the viewer’s eye to each
that I find around me everyday.”
Photo by Katy Carlson
individual piece of art.
Hostetler also worked with
The first piece that See me, Feel me— Claire Weller with her quilt-like bags and purs- colors in her watercolor, pen
really jumps out is Mul- es. Weller employed the use of textures in her art pieces.
and ink portraits. Done on huge
der’s “Aurelia,” made
scrolls of white paper, the subwith dyed coffee filters. They or lines the different journeys a and leave knowing – or com- jects painted tower over the peolook like jellyfish and are placed person could take. It’s fascinating prehending – something new.” ple looking at them, and the atat various heights on the wall. to see how simple lines and scatNext to VanGroningen’s pho- tention to detail is amazing. The
Some of them look like they are tered sewing pins can tell a story. tos are Dawson’s different instal- one entitled “Mark” is special
cascading down, making a pool
Weller says of her designs, lations. One of them, called “Not for the effect of dripping paint
on the floor below the piece. The “I’ve always loved textiles and Pure, But True” is a door with (which is also used in the other
piece is noteworthy just because sewing and wanted to bring this sawdust and chipped mint green pieces), pooling at the bottom of
of its height, but the design and part of the craft world to the art paint in the far corner of the the large white paper. The symfeel of an underwater area is the world. I started using Google room behind a couple pillars. metry between the subject crebest kind of unsettling. Mul- Earth and zooming in on our It appears lonely, and evokes ating his art and Hostetler capder’s other piece, two hanging world, and I was struck by the memories of summer days full turing him doing so in her own
lamps made from light switch quilt-like patterns of farmland. of fatherly advice, lemonade specific creative outlet is inspired.
covers, reflects light beauti- From there I decided to quilt and stands, and hammers. Dawson’s
Lastly, Ebey’s oil on masonite
fully and is worth a second look. sew from these images. Eventu- pieces are mostly wood-inspired. paintings of the sea transport
Mulder says of her work, “I ally I took these 2-D images and
Dawson says, “To some extent the person looking at them,
usually start the process for my sewed purses because I’m inter- it was absence that began my in- much like Marry Poppins, dipieces by finding a new mate- ested in the applied arts. The vestigations. Since I had decided rectly into the scene. Looking
rial. These are normally found purses have maps of my home to use found objects there was at them, one can almost feel the
objects, things that you can find and of Hope. Since you always a lot of waiting involved in the wind and hear the rolling waves
around your house, or that most carry a bag, then you can al- process; waiting to find material, crash onto the beach. The senior
people use everyday. The idea of ways find your way back home.” but also waiting to find that pres- art show, entitled “This Is: ___”
taking these overlooked massVan Groningen’s language ence. It showed itself in many a has something for everyone, inproduced objects and chang- studies photos wrap around the varied ways, but they all felt the spiration around every corner.
ing their characteristics and wall to a more secluded part of same; NASA, homeless, door,
Staff Writer

importance is where I usually
start getting my inspirations.”
Weller’s pieces include handmade bags and purses, with designs worthy and reminiscent of
an etch-a-sketch. These stitching
patterns show up again in a large
map detailing with different col-

the gallery. The photos, with
a large range of colors, look
like distorted light spectrums.
Van Gronigen says of her
photographs, “I hope my photographs evoke a sense of
mystery, making people step
closer, pause for reflection,

WTHS reviews with Paul Rice, Aaron Martin and Laura Helderop

Various Artists — ‘Stroke: Songs For Chris Knox’
Chris Knox, a rock and roll musician from New Zealand, suffered a stroke in the summer of 2009 and
was hospitalized. This compilation double album was put together by 33 artists. Their goal was to
help Knox pay off his rehabilitation fees. All the artists contributed their time and talent for no cost.
Some of the artists featured on “Stroke” are Jeff Mangum, A.C. Newman of the New Pornographers,
Genghis Smith, Bonnie ‘Prince’ Billy, Bill Callahan, Yo La Tengo, and many more. Each song’s style is
unique to the artist performing it, but the quality is good throughout. Also, the album cover is really
fun to play with.
Jónsi — ‘Go’
At this point in their career, Sigur Rós are probably the Icelandic economy’s biggest export. And
if you’ve been around Hope College for long, there’s a good chance you’ve heard them, from the
soundtrack to one of Trygve Johnson’s videos played in chapel (as well as frequently before and
after chapel) to having their documentary Heima played in the Knickerbocker Theater. On their
singer Jónsi Birgisson’s first solo album, Sigur Rós’ ambient, orchestral approach to music breaks
free from the confines of practical rock band instrumentation and runs wild in the playground of
a recording studio and lots of money. Fear not; the strings, brass, woodwinds, vocal overdubs and
electronic beats are used tastefully and effectively, resulting in a Sigur Rós project that sounds more
magical and dreamlike than ever. As always, perfect for waterfalls and sunrises.
The Tallest Man On Earth — ‘The Wild Hunt’
There are lots of singer/songwriter-with-a-guitar types out there whose music all sounds pretty
similar – change a few lyrics and you’ve got a new one. Yet folks like Iron and Wine, Sufjan Stevens
or Bright Eyes seem to stand out from the bunch effortlessly. The Tallest Man On Earth is one such
songwriter. On his second album, Swedish guy Kristian Matsson plays open-tuned fingerpicked
guitar, writes spacious, intricate folk songs about love and manliness, sings with a raspy snarl that
evokes both desperation and confidence, and sports a nasty mustache. The instrumentation on
“The Wild Hunt” is spare, but with the way his guitar work fills every song with a unique splash of
color, the album would be worthwhile even without his unique voice and affecting songs.
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Sign me up!

Alyssa Barigian
Staff Writer

What are your plans for summer? Do you love Hope College enough to stay for the summer? Maybe
you want to travel around the world. Or maybe you need more credits that aren’t available to you during
the academic year. Hope offers May, June and July terms to students, whether they attend Hope or a different college. These summer programs are available to both college students and high school students (juniors
and seniors). International programs, as well as domestic programs, are available for students this summer.
International programs include:
Tokyo, Japan
Yokohama, Japan
East Africa
Rwanda, Africa
Beijing, China
India
Querétaro, Mexico
Vienna, Austria
Liverpool, England
Edinburgh, Scotland
Ireland

Domestic programs include:
Michigan (courses taken
at Hope College and else
-where)
New York
Colorado
South Dakota  

Many students return to Hope having loved their summer programs. Two students who will be
attending a summer program were asked to comment on their purpose for studying during the
summer and what they hope to experience:
“I am going to Querétaro, Mexico, and I am staying with a host family. It’s a May and June term and
it’s basically to finish my Spanish minor. There are
about 10 other students going, and it will be really
interesting to hear each other’s stories with. There
is a Spanish 5 offered and a Spanish 6 offered, so for
people who are in different levels, they will be able
to take whatever they need. This will basically finish
it (Spanish minor), and that’s why I decided to do it.”
- Karen Heck, ’12

“I hope to be in the culture over there (Vienna)
and see how people live. I am taking the modern Austria history class and it sounds really
interesting because I really want to learn more
about people there (how they live and their culture), but also experience living somewhere else
and having that overseas experience that everyone hopes for. I am going for the experience, but
it’s also a great way to get out of the country and
also study and be shown the world.”
- Elizabeth Northuis, ’10

The cost of each summer program varies depending on the location of the program. The cost can
range from $400 (per credit) to approximately $8,000 (including tuition but not extra excursions or
food). The cost of international programs is reasonably higher because of the number of credits enrolled in as well as the traveling and boarding expenses. While the cost of each summer program
may be an important deciding factor, each program will be an unforgettable experience!

How to register:
1) Go to KnowHopePlus, http://plus.hope.edu
from Internet Explorer. For detailed instructions, click on “Registration Instructions” in the
left margin.
2) Enter Secure Login Area, then enter your
ID number and PIN.

3) Click “Registrar and Student Accounts,” then “Registration,” then “Register for Classes and Add/Drop Classes.”
4) The system will ask you to submit a
term; choose the correct term, then the
course.

Special and guest students must first fill out an application form from the
Hope Admissions Office, http://hope.edu/admissions/apply/
For more information on May, June or July terms, please visit the Registrar’s
Office located in the DeWitt Student Center, or visit www.hope.edu/admin/
registrar for more information.
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Beautiful Feet

Musings on mutual
misunderstandings

Bryant Russ
Columnist

Karen Patterson
and
Emily West

Life is weird

Co-Editors-in-Chief

A good ride
In September, we set out to create and
publish the best newspaper for the Hope
community as possible. Whether or not
we succeeded is a matter of opinion. The
year brought some of the most interesting and challenging topics this college
has dealt with in the past decade. This
has been both a blessing and a struggle
for The Anchor. Needless to say, we have
learned a lot, and we have grown in unexpected ways.
As a news team, we learned how to
interact with our personal convictions
as well as the convictions of the groups
and persons around us. We learned
how to meet each other and work together, while celebrating the diversity of
our perspectives. Through our learning
process, we strove to create a safe environment where members of the campus
community could express their own personal opinions. This is no easy task and
we are not claiming to have found perfect success.
The events of the year are memorable
and we look back with joy, sadness, peace
and a little frustration. We lost two treasured members of our community, one
of whom was an irreplaceable member of
The Anchor staff. In our grief, we discovered a celebration of life. We are thankful
for how David and Emma’s smiles brightened our days. We are forever changed
by the way their stories interacted with
ours.
As journalists we can look back on
the Dustin Lance Black affair and see the
difficulty in reporting. When everyone
is sharing their version of the situation,

Some mornings I wake up feeling
like William Wallace. Some mornings
I wake up feeling like Kermit the frog.
Some days I’m ready for that biology
exam. Some days I don’t know there’s a
bio exam until I get to class. Sometimes
I like girl A. Sometimes I like girl B.
Sometimes I like girl B, but she likes
guy A (I’m guy B). Sometimes I want
to grow a beard and be a bachelor for
the rest of my life. Some days I feel like
summer vacation. Some days I feel like
a pair of soggy socks in the middle of
February. Sometimes I understand who
I am. Sometimes I pretend I’m you.
Sometimes I want to run for president.
Sometimes I don’t even want to vote.
Life is supposed to take on some
quality of consistency now that I’ve
given everything to Christ, right?
Everything is suppose to make sense
and be great all the time — no confusion
or lack of direction. So what’s the deal?
The truth is, being a follower of Jesus
doesn’t mean that we suddenly become
a super-human species that lives
far above the ebb and flow of crazy,
everyday, weird life.
I used to imagine King David and
the other psalmists as shiny, heroic,
action-figure-like people, but now I
see that they weren’t so different from
us. Though the things that were going
on in their lives aren’t the same things
happening with us, I’m pretty sure they

it takes a good amount of time to sift
through the information. Being critical
of our own work has been essential to
our improvement. It can be easy to point
fingers, but as a staff we strode to move
past this, to elevate the conversation to a
constructive place.
At the beginning of this year we
emphasized the importance of words.
Thousands of words were printed this
year. Some were informative, some were
funny (we hope) and some promoted
conversation. We hope our words have
brought about some understanding and
compromise.
We end this year feeling richer than
when we began. We had the honor and
privilege of working with an incredible
editorial staff this year. Many of them
gave us skeptical looks at the beginning
of the year, as we set out to conquer the
impossible. Luckily, our staff never failed
to put in effort week in and week out.
They made us laugh so hard we cried,
made us think in new ways and tingle
in suspicious places (you know who you
are...).
For both of us, this has been one of
the most rewarding experiences of our
time at Hope and a large part of why
we love this place. Thank you for reading and writing and living in community
with us.
Karen and Emily would like to thank
the Anchor staff for being sexy and also
amazing at making newspapers.

would agree that life is weird.
The psalmists knew full well that life
could be up one minute and down the
next. For this very reason they rejoiced
in a God who remained the same. The
psalms are full of phrases like “Be my
rock of refuge,” “God alone is my rock,”
“You are my Father, my God, the rock
my savior,” “Let us shout aloud to the
rock of our salvation,” and “Praise be to
the Lord my rock!”
These guys were absolutely crazy
about God’s consistency because
they had entrusted God with their
lives. Take a look at parts of Psalm 71:
“Rescue me and deliver me in YOUR
righteousness … YOU have been my
hope, O Sovereign Lord, my confidence
since my youth. From birth I have relied
on YOU … YOU are my strong fortress
… Who, O God, is like YOU? … I will
praise YOU with the harp for YOUR
faithfulness, O my God.”
It’s easy to become disheartened by
the weirdness of life — especially for
college students whose lives are always
changing. But the secret to joy and
peace is finding security, not in yourself,
but in the One who does not change.
Those who build their lives on this sure
foundation will not be shaken.
Bryant: running for youngest president.

Letter to the Editors
Alumna urges board to overturn homosexuality policy

To the Editors:
I want to thank the students of Hope College for all of their hard work this year and for their ongoing efforts to make Hope a more inclusive community. I am just finishing my 12th year teaching
in the English Department and Program of Women’s Studies, and I’ve been following the conversation about the rights of GLBT members of the community closely since my first semester at Hope.
I’m still grateful for the advice and encouragement that first year from a colleague who spoke to me
about our ethical imperative to support and help protect GLBT students in our classrooms. He
told me not to be afraid. It was a turning point for me as a new teacher at a Christian college.
For me, this is a civil rights issue and a moral issue. I decided early on that even though it made
me vulnerable, given the official policy of the college, I had to be brave and do what I believed to
be the right thing. For me, that meant exploring GLBT issues in my courses and supporting students by participating in events like the Day of Silence. I spoke at a student-organized rally when a
popular gay professor (and dear friend) was denied tenure. I signed the Hope is Ready petition this
semester. These actions have not been held in a favorable light by some. But I was tenured and promoted twice nonetheless. I am grateful that the college has always supported my right to disagree
with official policy and my obligation professionally to educate students about GLBT issues from
the perspectives of my academic disciplines.
see

Letter to the Editors, page 7
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Grace & Peace
Grace Olson
Columnist

Go now in peace
Last fall, I began my column by turning around and
reflecting on the previous months. I’ve had to do a
similar thing while updating my resume to apply for
jobs: as you fellow seniors know well, every time we
send out a resume, we recall our experiences relevant
to the position and tweak our ability to file papers into
a lucrative professional skill.
But considering only that sort of experience
overlooks the unremarkable moments that have framed
most of my life at Hope.
What of the day I stopped to break off a sprig of
forsythia in a stranger’s yard just as a girl came out the
front door? What of the man at a writing workshop
for adults with cognitive impairments who told me
that he wanted to write a story about a family of big
cats? Or the way the windows in Dimnent slide from

kaleidoscopic to watery to dark as obsidian on a Sunday
night in spring? Who will ask me to remember those
moments?
There are other experiences, too, that job
applications don’t ask about. For instance, what if at
my next interview, instead of asking what I’ve done
over the past four years, the interviewers asked what I
haven’t done but wished I had? Knowing what I know
now, as four years at Hope have converged in these
final months, this is what I’d tell them:
I wish I had learned to read before now. I’ve finally
learned to follow an argument, articulate someone’s
thesis, and prepare an outline. Those are important
not because I’m preoccupied with academics but
simply because you cannot have a conversation
about someone’s idea without first understanding
the position. In the world of rhetoric, arguing a point
without arguing the point is called a straw man. I don’t
want to interact with scarecrows; I want to deal with
human beings.
I wish I’d had the confidence to converse before
now. How many lectures and books and conversations
are lost because I neglected to discuss them with
friends later, thus failing to build the neural pathways
necessary to recall them? Often I was so insecure about

my ability to understand a lecture or a text that I kept
silent, making it difficult to recall the core significance
of whatever I’d just encountered.
Speaking of lectures, I wish I had attended more.
Sometimes, homework can wait. How often do you
get a chance to meet Samuel Wells or Lamin Sanneh
or Nicholas Wolterstorff? Tell your coffee date to meet
you in Dimnent, Fried-Hemenway or Winants instead.
Showing up is half the battle, and you’ll get the pleasure
of knowing what the buzz on campus is all about.
I wish I had taken neuroscience. Creative writing
is wonderful, but the paragraph before the last might
have been a little more accurate had I understood the
actual workings of my brain. In fact, I wish I had taken
classes in a lot of other disciplines: Geology, Logic,
Slavery and Race in America, or Ceramics. I’m at a
liberal arts college, after all!
So from one senior to all seniors-to-be (however
far off that day is): take advantage of being here. While
you’re at Hope, be at Hope. Snap off a blossom to carry
around with you. Then you’ll be able to go in peace.
Grace offers you this as a farewell: Grace to you and
peace from God our Father and the Lord Jesus Christ.

The foreign journey
Amanda Gernentz
Columnist

From Scotland with love

When I dreamed of going abroad, I saw everything
through the rose-colored glasses of excitement
and anticipation. I saw adventure, foreignness, and
exoticism. I envisioned my classes taking place in
stone rooms with poor lighting, like in Harry Potter.
I imagined being surrounded by Scottish accents, so
much so that I would come home sounding like Craig
Ferguson.
I didn’t think it would be hard for me to be away.
I actually thought that I wouldn’t want to leave once
I got here. But the one thing that I have truly learned
in being away is that it takes an incredible amount of
inner strength to live and love across an ocean.
Scotland, in itself, is everything I imagined. Old
stone buildings, rolling fields, highland cows, and sheep
galore. Aberdeen is a city unlike any that I have been in
before, and learning to navigate and know where I am

going has been very fulfilling.
The outsides of the university buildings are all
granite, and the streets through campus are cobbled.
Little tiny cars zip by on the wrong side of the road,
and city busses somehow manage the cobblestones and
roundabouts. That is a miracle in itself. I’ve seen castles
and lochs, kilts and fake Nessies, and it all feels like a
dream.
So maybe I was right when I envisioned adventure.
But the one thing that has been missing is a feeling of
home — because my everyday life is not an adventure,
and it’s been difficult for me to really feel like I belong
here.
This is not to say that I’m not enjoying myself. I
may have days where homesickness overwhelms me,
but those days are greatly outnumbered by the happy
days: days where I am content with myself, exploring,

adapting, creating memories. I may not be as strong
or as independent as I thought when I planned this
semester, but that is all part of the adventure. I can
honestly say that I have pushed myself outside of my
box and lived in another country for several months!
I may be looking forward to returning to the
familiarity and security that is Hope College to me,
but this semester has been a dream come true. As the
cliché goes, nothing worth having is easy. This time I
have spent away from the people I love has definitely
not been easy. But it has been worth it. And really, they
have been with me all along.
Amanda would like to thank Justin Ferens for coaching
her through the rough patches. He makes her brave.
To follow Amanda’s adventures, visit amandamarieg.
blogspot.com.

w Letter to the Editors, from page 6
But I am concerned that this might be changing, and that those who are currently challenging the institutional policy on homosexuality are being stereotyped as
enemies of the college, supporters of “ambush journalism,” who don’t have the best
interests of the college at heart. This is very hurtful and nothing could be further
from the truth. For me and many of my colleagues, this is not about promoting an
agenda of instant gratification; it’s not about our desires for popularity — although
unfortunately some members of the community have leveled these sorts of charges
against faculty members supporting the Hope is Ready or Holland is Ready campaigns.
For many of us, this conversation is about truth, justice, love — our most deeply
held beliefs. Most of the supporters I have spoken to are self-identified Christians,
acting out of a faith tradition that aligns itself with those who suffer and mourn,
those who are despised and cast out. There is nothing soft or squishy about this sort
of faith tradition, and the student and alumni petitions aren’t part of a campaign to
secularize the college. We are trying to engage respectfully in dialogue about what
it means to be a Christian college. My colleagues in this campaign are some of the
most faithful persons I will ever know. To suggest otherwise only perpetuates in us
and them a mentality that polarizes the campus.
The truth is, it would be easier not to oppose the college’s policy, especially for
those of us who are untenured. Many of us are afraid of the repercussions of speak-
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ing honestly and acting according to our deepest convictions. Nevertheless, to stay
silent at this moment, for me, would reflect moral cowardice. It is simply not an option for many of us to quietly condone an official policy which discriminates against
and harms GLBT students, faculty and staff and their families and friends.
Over the years, I have grieved deeply over the climate at Hope. GLBT students
have been physically, emotionally, verbally, and spiritually attacked on this campus.
But so many students, queer and straight, have acted so bravely over the years. My
students have done thoughtful research and have organized provocative discussions. They have faced unpleasant confrontations with administrators and teachers
and with their peers and have stood tall and spoken and written eloquently about
their hopes and their fears, their joy and pain. I’m so proud of all of you this year,
and of those students in years past who worked hard for social justice and inclusiveness at Hope College. You inspire us and give us HOPE. Your efforts matter, and
some of us love you not despite who you are, but because of who you are.

Dr. Julie Kipp
Dept. of English
and Women’s Studies

Girl 1: I’m so white, let’s go tanning!
Girl 2: I don’t know, I think I’m too tired to
drive to the tanning place.

Our Mission: The Anchor strives to communicate campus events throughout
Hope College and the Holland community. We hope to amplify awareness and
promote dialogue through fair, objective journalism and a vibrant Voices section.

serves the right to edit due to space constraints, personal attacks or other editorial considerations. A representative sample will be taken. No anonymous letters will be printed unless
discussed with Editor-in-Chief. Please limit letters to 500 words.

Disclaimer: The Anchor is a product of student effort and is funded through
the Hope College Student Activities Fund. The opinions expressed on the
Voices page are solely those of the author and do not represent the views of
The Anchor. One-year subscriptions to The Anchor are available for $40. The
Anchor reserves the right to accept or reject any advertising.

Mail letters to The Anchor c/o Hope College, drop them off at the Anchor office (located in the Martha Miller Center 151) or e-mail us at
anchor@hope.edu by Monday at 5 p.m. to appear in Wednesday’s issue.
Advertising Policies: All advertising is subject to the rates, conditions, standards, terms and policies stated in The Anchor’s advertisement brochure.

Letter Guidelines: The Anchor welcomes all letters. The staff re-

The Anchor will make continuous efforts to avoid wrong insertions, omissions

Boy1: “That’s the girl! She’s
so hot.”
Girl 2: “That’s my girlfriend.”

and typographical errors. However, if such mistakes occur, this newspaper
may cancel its charges for the portion of the ad if, in the publisher’s reasonable judgment, the ad has been rendered valueless by the mistake.
Advertisement Deadlines: All ad and classified requests must be submitted
by 5 p.m. Monday, prior to Wednesday distribution.
Contact Information: To submit an ad or a classified, or to request a brochure
or other information, contact our Ads Representative at anchorads@hope.
edu. To contact our office, call our office at (616) 395-7877.
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This Week In Sports
Wednesday
Softball

April 28

Thursday
Baseball

April 29

Friday
Men’s Tennis

April 30

at Kalamazoo at 3:30 p.m.

at Kalamazoo at 2 p.m.

MIAA Tournament at Kalamazoo

Women’s Tennis
MIAA Tournament at Hope

Saturday
May 1
Men’s & Women’s Track
Northwood Open at 10 a.m.

Baseball

vs Kalamazoo at 1 p.m.

Softball

vs Olivet at 1 p.m.

Men’s Tennis

MIAA Tournament at Kalamazoo

Women’s Tennis
MIAA Tournament at Hope

In Brief
Women’s Tennis wins
11th straight
The women’s tennis team
won both of its matches over
the weekend, extending its win
streak to 11 games. The Flying
Dutch defeated Coe (Iowa) 5-4,
and beat MIAA opponent Olivet
8-1. The Flying Dutch are now
13-7 overall and second in the
MIAA with a 6-1 conference record.

Baseball splits over
weekend
The Flying Dutchmen lost
the first half of a doubleheader
against Adrian 6-4 on Saturday,
marking the first pitching loss
for senior Robby Poll. The team
then bounced back, winning the
second game 3-2. Hope is now
21-11 on the season and tied for
second place in the MIAA with a
13-7 record.

Men’s Lacrosse wins
The men’s lacrosse team won
two games by a combined score
of 34-8 over the weekend. The
team defeated Siena Heights 172 on Saturday, then beat Grove
City, Pa. 17-6 later in the day.
The Flying Dutchmen are now
11-4 on the season and have the
CCLA playoffs in their future.
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Hope bids farewell to longtime coaches
Van Wieren: Coaching about so much more than wins and losses
Bethany Stripp
Sports Editor

In 33 years as head coach of
the men’s basketball team, Glenn
Van Wieren has compiled a long
list of numeric achievements: 31
consecutive winning seasons; 21
NCAA tournament appearances;
a 660-219 record; a .751 winning
percentage; two-time Division
III national coach of the year.
But for Van Wieren, the dash
that falls between 1966, when his
career at Hope began, and 2010,
when his career will conclude,
is about so much more than
numbers.
“Coaching for me isn’t about
the scoreboard,” Van Wieren
said. “It’s about the lives God
has put in my path to attempt to
have a positive influence on.”
It would be difficult to count
the number of lives Van Wieren
has influenced. Throughout his
44 years as a member of Hope’s
faculty, Van Wieren has coached
the men’s basketball, crosscountry, soccer and baseball
teams and has taught a variety
of classes in the kinesiology
department, something he
considers to be an “incredible
privilege.”
“What’s been interesting
to me is that when I retire, not

many people know long long I’ve
been at Hope,” Van Wieren said.
“They all know how long I’ve
been basketball coach. When
I was teaching classes here,
walking downtown, not many
people would ask me, ‘How’s
your exercise science class
going?’ Part of that is they just
didn’t understand me and how
much joy I found in teaching.”
One of the most recent
classes Van Wieren taught was
health dynamics. Teaching this
class has allowed him to meet a
large number of students, which
is something he has greatly
enjoyed.
“Most
recently,
health
dynamics is something I’ve
found great joy and challenge
and fun in teaching,” Van Wieren
said. “You think about teaching
two sections of health dynamics
each year of the last few years:
that enables you to have about
100 plus students per semester,
200 students a year, 800 students
in the course of four years. My
goal in teaching was always very
quickly to learn everyone’s name
in every class I’ve ever taught
at Hope. You get to know a lot
of students in a hurry, and I’m
energized by that, and I love that
part of my life.”
That Van Wieren feels this

way is no surprise
in light of one of the
things he considers to
be most important in
life: relationships.
“Life
is
about
relationships,”
Van
Wieren
said.
“The
final analysis is about
relationships. When I
say for me coaching is
beyond the scoreboard,
the
scoreboard’s
important, don’t get me
wrong. We want to win
just as much as anybody.
But sometimes people
say to me, ‘How’s the
team going to be?’, and I
like to say, ‘I’ll tell you in
Photo Courtesy of Hope PR
Glenn Van Wieren
10 years.’”
Van Wieren’s relationships Ray Smith for all these years. …
at Hope stretch beyond just his The basis of our friendship has
players and students. Van Wieren been faith. It’s really the faith
(’64) was once a Hope student, dimension of Hope that I think
and one of the most significant really attracted me to continue
things about his student days here.”
was the friendships he created
The combination of all of
that continue to this day.
these things — faith, friendships
“This has been such a great and education — have made the
finish for me to my career dash between 1966 and 2010 so
because my best friends have fulfilling for Van Wieren.
been my bosses,” Van Wieren
“You put all those things
said. “(President) Jim Bultman together and that dash has really
and I played baseball together been a pretty good life,” he said.
at Hope for three years. And “It’s about as good as it gets for
then (former athletic director) Glenn Van Wieren.”

Wolters’ long tenure at Hope a ‘special time’ for women’s sports
Bethany Stripp
Sports Editor

For the past 22 years, Karla
Wolters has been the face of
Hope College’s softball team.
In less than a month, that era
will come to an end as Wolters
retires from her position as
head softball coach. With her
retirement, her athletic career
will have come full circle. As
a Hope student, Wolters (’73)
participated in four different
sports for a total of 13 varsity
seasons, something that would
be impossible today.
“Back then, the seasons were
shorter, only a month or two, so
there were actually four sports
seasons,” Wolters said. “My
junior and senior year I played
all four seasons.”
In those years, Wolters
participated in field hockey,
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coached both volleyball
and softball,” Wolters
said. “It worked but
got more and more
difficult as recruiting
got more and more
complicated. And the
sports, too, developed
into very technical
sports where you really
need an expertise. By
the time we hit the ’90s
you really had to know
what you were doing to
be a coach. It became so
busy that that was when
I had to choose between
volleyball and softball,
and I just felt in softball
I could get to know the
Karla Wolters
Photo by Holly Evenhouse
gals better because we
take
spring
break together.”
volleyball, basketball and tennis.
One
of
Wolters’ favorite
Absent from that list is the sport
aspects
about
coaching, in fact,
she is most known for: softball.
is
the
chance
to
see her players
“They didn’t have a softball
grow
throughout
their college
team yet,” Wolters explained.
careers.
“The softball team began in ’78,
“I always feel like we get
and I graduated in ’73.”
you
when you’re at the brink of
Even though Wolters wasn’t
able to play softball in college, adulthood and when you leave
her broad experience in other Hope or any college you’re at
sports enabled her to have such the edge of the rest of your
an extensive coaching career. She life,” she said. “We get to see
has led 58 different collegiate tremendous growth in a person,
teams over the course of 36 years, and that’s what’s fun: getting to
13 of which were spent at Calvin know people and helping them
College. In that time, she has become the people God wants
coached volleyball, basketball, them to be.”
Her collegiate coaching
tennis and field hockey along
with softball. It wasn’t until career has been full of many
college sports evolved that memorable moments. One
Wolters reduced her coaching of the most recent highlights
of her career happened last
load to just softball.
“For a number of years I month during the team’s spring

break trip. In Florida, the team
participated in the National
Training Center Games, which
is a softball tournament run
by former U.S. Olympian Dot
Richardson. In the last game
of the tournament, Wolters
reached her 500th softball win
at Hope. To commemorate the
event, Richardson announced
Wolters’ milestone to all four
fields participating in the
tournament and presented her
with a signed softball.
“It was really special because
I’ve admired her for years,”
Wolters said of the occasion.
Another surprise was in store for
Wolters after the game, though.
“We were out in the outfield
(in our post-game meeting),
and unbeknownst to me two
players had grabbed the water
bucket and I got my first douse,”
Wolters said with a laugh. “That
was a cool surprise literally and
figuratively.”
As her career ends at Hope,
Wolters will have fulfilled the
dream she has had since she was
a student.
“When I was a sophomore
at Hope, I knew that someday I
wanted to teach and coach here,
but you never know either which
way the Lord’s going to lead
you,” Wolters said. “He took me
to Calvin first — who would’ve
thunk that? That’s about the last
place I thought He’d ever take
me. But then for Him to lead
me back here, it was just a really
special time to come back and
watch women’s athletics grow.”
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